
Guitar Amp Sims 
Are amp sims replacing real amps? 

 



Let’s talk about amp sims and how they evolved in recent years.  

Amp sims have nowadays more and more fame over any studio! From home studios to top 
facilities, they have a place and play a big important role! 

There’s no denying it! 

A few years ago, I started using Amplitube. The first release. Far from being perfect it 
had already some useful tones.  

Other brands where doing the same. A very smart move in my opinion. 

Recording a guitar amp can be a very daunting task. It requires good microphones, 
preamps, a good room to blast the amp, and lots of time trying to place the microphones 
in the right place on the cabinet. 

In the old days, tape recording days, once it was recorded there was no turning back, no 
undo button. 

Of course we had top engineers to make those sound amazing that still intrigues us so 
much! 

An art to some extent. 

And still today many studios do it. Guitar players want all that air speakers provide, that 
analog vibe, that authenticity! 

It’s a valid point! I understand it! 

With the proliferation of DAW’s (Digital Audio Workstations) and amp sims companies, 
we now have access to gear that would be next to impossible to purchase! 

And that’s good news for me. 

Playing live is still a different scenario. I also prefer to take my real amp instead of relying 
on a laptop running an OS underneath. This might get nasty! So it’s better safe than sorry. 

And I also prefer to listen to my guitar trough a real amp in live situations. 
It’s a whole different universe. 

In the studio tough… I like versatility! 
I like to use a Mesa Boogie that I can’t purchase and expensive mic’s with a combination of 
also expensive cabs! 

The sound? Excellent in my opinion! 
Better yet, in a context of a mix I dare you to find what’s what! 

Technology has come a long way! We now have another option: Impulse Responses! 
Those make our amp sims sounding even more realistic! 

http://www.ikmultimedia.com/products/amplitube4/
http://www.rosendigitalaudio.com/impulse-responses/


In home studios this technology is amazing for those of us who can’t record a guitar with 
proper conditions. 

Even better, I came to a point where I do not need to record a guitar in a traditional way! 
I just use my interface, insert a guitar amp sim, and start from there! Easy. 

If you’re familiarised with tools like eq’s and compression, you will get a huge sound! 
Add ambience FX and you’ll have a superb guitar tone! 

Don’t believe me? 
Still skeptical? 

Check out some of my youtube videos here where I demo guitar amp sims! 
Maybe it will change your mind! 

If not, book a session with me via my online guitar lessons. 

For prices and availability go here. 
 

Many thanks for your time! Enjoy :)

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLX7Cp6j68H5Vne4wB3JfI7y02PFgDVBcG
https://homestudiogoa.wordpress.com
https://homestudiogoa.wordpress.com/prices/

